
DATA COMMUNICATIONS TEST EQUIPMENT
Protocol analyzers

HP 4951C, 4952A

HP 4951C and HP 4952A protocol analyzers
The HP 4951C (19.2 kbps) and 14P 4952A (64 kbps) are portable

protocol analyzers used for troubleshooting during installation, main-
tenance and design ofdata communication networks and equipment.
These analyzers allow you to monitor and decode data transmissions,
measure vital link statistics (such as, utilization, errors), test remote
facilities from your location, simulate network components, and per-
form bit error rate tests . Protocols that can be tested include ISDN,
SDLC (NRZI), HDLC, X.25, SNA, CCITT #7, DDCMP, Async,
Bisync, X.21, and user-defined protocols.
HP 4951C and HP 4952A features and benefits
Autoeonfigure to automatically determine line parameters and to
monitor data with the press of a key.
Bit error rate testing (BERT) to quickly determine the quality of
your line .
3 1/2-inch diskette to store 613 Kbytes of data, timing, lead status,
programs, and configurations .
Asynchronous terminal emulator to eliminate the need to carry
both a protocol analyzer and a terminal into the field .
Softkey-driven menus to make setup and programming fast and
easy with no cryptic commands to remember .
RS-170 video port to view data on a larger display.
Printouts to all RS-232/V .24 ASCII printers .
PC Utilities to remotely control and analyze protocol analyzer data
from a PC
Additional HP 4952A features and benefits
64 kbps testing.
'/4 Mbyte extended volatile RAMcapture buffer (option 002) .
128 Kbyte nonvolatile application storage (option 002) .
Unattended remote testing .
Cursor timing to allow timing measurements to be made quickly,
without the need to write a program.
Enhanced programming features: run-time user comments,
softkey triggering, and subroutines .
Run-lime buffer data filtering to maximize capture buffer.
Selective store to disk to capture only events of interest.
Copy disk utility to quickly duplicate disks (requires Opt 002) .
Data communications test library

Standard with every HP 4951C and HP 4952Acomes a library of
58 prewritten general-purpose monitor and simulate tests, including
installation and acceptance tests for printers and terminals to help
you diagnose common datacomm problems quickly and easily . The
tests are on a 3112-inch diskette and can be tailored for special configu-
rations and applications .

ISDN solutions
Acomplete series of highly portable (12 oz) ISDN pods have been

created for the HP 4951 Cand HP 4952A. For the HP 495 IC and HP
4952A, a basic rate monitor pod provides quick level-1 problem solv-
ing through LEDs, several switch- and country-specific decodes, and
four user-definable display formats. For theHP 4952A, pods are also
available for basic rate simulation, and for use on 1 .544 Mbps and
2.048 Mbps primary rate ISDN/T1 networks . The primary rate pods
provide the same features as the basic rate monitor pod, plus drop and
insert capability .

X.25 and SNA link-level performance analysis
Link-level statistics packages transform the instruments into statis-

tical performance analyzers for the link level (level 2) of SNA and
X.25 networks (SDLC and HDLC). The HP 18333D (HP 4951C)
and the HP 18264A (HP4952A) provide a quick and efficient means
to determine the performance of a network. Statistics are shown real-
time, and they can be stored to disk for review at a later time .
3270 installation and maintenance
The 14P 18332D (HP 4951C) and HP 18263A (HP 4952A) 3270

installation and maintenance software packages provide easy, auto-
matic, off-line testing of multiple 3270 clusters by emulating many of
the functions of a host computer.

X.25 troubleshooting
Both analyzers provide X.25 troubleshooting . In addition, the HP

18266A enhanced X.25 analysis package (HP 4952A only) allows
you to create five custom X.2~decode displays, and provides a display
to decode all fields of each packet including facilities, calling/called
addresses, cause and diagnostic codes, registration and call user data .
The HP 18267A X.25 test library and emulator (HP 4952A only)
provides a level-2 emulator, and a library of prewritten X.25 tests.
SS#7 testing
The HP 18273A provides SS7 testing for the HP 4952A. Layer 2,

3, and 4 message fields are decoded into an easy-to-read format to
make analysis quick and efficient. For customized and national varia-
tions of SS#7, hex and mnemonics for user parts and message types
can be user-defined .

G.821 BERT testing
G.821 BERT, the error performance specification for ISDN and

other protocols recommended by the CCITT, is supported by the HP
18269A G.821 BERT application for the HP 4952A so that you can
confidently determine the quality of your lines.
Physical specifications
Size. 16014 x 279W x 343mmD (6.3" x I I" x 13.5")
Weight : HP 495IC: net, 6.7kg (I 4.81b) ; shipping, 12.2kg (271b)
HP 4952A: net, 7kg (15.41b); shipping, 12.5kg (27 .6Ib)

Contact your local Hewlett-Packard sales office for information on
the availability of different options, related products and detailed con-
figuration and ordering information (see page 737) .v For same day shipment, call HP DIRECT al 800-538-8787.
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Orderin1 information
HP 495 protocol analyzer (requires interface pod) $3,980
HP 4952A protocol analyzer (requires interface pod) $7,040
Opt 002 extended memory plus +$1,500

Interface pods are available for ISDN, RS-232/V.24,
RS-449/422A/423A,X.21, and V.35 from $650

to $2,500
Opt W30 extended repair service (see page 723)

Software packages for SNA, X.25, DDCMP, $350
and ISDN are available for the HP 4951C

A typical ISDN solution- HP 4952A, Opt 002, and $11,040
a primary rate interface pod
(HP 18282A/18283A/18284A)
Atypical X.25 solution - HP 4952A, Opt 002, $10,200
RS-232 pod, SNA and X.25 link level performance
analysis and the X.25 test library and emulator

A typical SNA solution - HP 4952A, Opt 002, $10,755
RS-232/V.35 combo pod, SNA and X.25 link
level performance analysis and the 3270
installation and maintenance application
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